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The Blackroc Technology 

Procyon™ Geopod adds

affordable GNSS capability 

to new and existing

computing devices.

Features at a glance:
��Fully integrated GNSS from sub metre to very high precision dual constellation GNSS 

(GPS + GLONASS)

��7KUHH�SURGXFWV�LQ�WKH�UDQJH��GLIIHUHQWLDWHG�E\�DFFXUDF\�UHTXLUHPHQW�DQG�FRQVWHOODWLRQV�

supported
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Engineered solutions in data capture

Blackroc Technology’s new codenamed Procyon™ Geopod range of GNSS devices provide 

global positioning solutions from low cost commercial grade solutions right up to profes-

VLRQDO�VXUYH\�JUDGH�*166��HQDEOLQJ�*36�*/21$66�IL[�DFFXUDF\�WR���WR���FP��57.��
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UHFHLYHUV��ZKLFK�DOORZ�DQ\�KRVW�ZLWK�D�86%�LQWHUIDFH�WR�EH�SRZHUHG�ZLWK�WKH�YHU\�ODWHVW�DQG�

highest performing GNSS technology in the world market. 
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The Procyon™ Geopod range of GNSS receivers
connect via USB and provide professional grade 
GNSS capability.

PROCYON
[proh-see-on] –noun Astronomy 

A first magnitude winter star in 

constellation Canis Minoris.



SBAS corrections are available for all models and cellular connection to a network correction service is enabled via the host 

device, for either dual constellation DGNSS level correction to 30cm accuracy, or full dual frequency, dual constellation GNSS 

centimetre level RTK accuracy.

Example Applications

Construction

GNSS is becoming the defacto method of positioning key construction features and control on site. Handheld GNSS units are 

heavily used but many contractors are turning towards tablet computer formats for use by engineers because the larger 

screen format provides better visibility against a map or CAD plan background. Very few tablet PCs are equipped with high 

accuracy GNSS. The Procyon Geopod allows an easy cost effective upgrade capability for both new and existing tablets.

GIS survey and Utilities

The larger screen size offered by tablet computers is also being increasingly preferred by GIS and Utility surveyors because 

they are often working with a background map such as those provided by ESRI or Digiterra. Most tablets do not have high 

accuracy GNSS on board. Adding the Procyon Geopod opens up this market for tablets to high accuracy users.

Ports and Harbours

The Procyon Geopod is ideal for tablet use for data capture, but it is also a high quality USB enabled GNSS receiver in its 

own right, and can be used to attach to a vehicle/truck mount computer for example in the cab of straddle carriers in container 

ports thereby enabling the precise positioning and relocation of containers, vastly reducing the risk of “lost” or misplaced

containers.

%ODFNURF·V�QHZ�3URF\RQ�*HRSRG�UDQJH�FRYHUV�WKH�ZKROH�PDUNHW�UHTXLUHPHQW�IRU�
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W400 being used to pinpoint an
access cover to an accuracy of 2cm

A Procyon Geopod 400 connected to a General Dynamics GD3070 tablet running Windows 7 and GIS
VRIWZDUH�¶'LJL7HUUD·��EHLQJ�XVHG�WR�UHFRUG�WKH�SRVLWLRQ�RI�D�HOHFWULFLW\�FDEOH��
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Product Range

Blackroc Technology provide the Procyon™ Geopod in 3 different classes covering the whole range of GNSS market requirements, as 
shown in the above table. The classes are differentiated by the accuracy band for that particular product. These correspond to the accuracy 
requirements of different market segments for professional grade GNSS. Class 2 is a sub-metre accuracy class but not below half metre. A 
lot of general purpose GIS mapping requirements are currently met by this class, but as time goes on and because accuracy is addictive, 
much of this market is predicted to move to the sub halfmetre class represented by class 3 in the Procyon™ line-up.
Class 4 is the very high accuracy 1 to 2cm class which is the preserve of land surveyors and construction engineers who need this 
accuracy for dimensional control on large projects.

CLASS 2 - PROCYON™ GEOPOD 200

The Geopod 200 is the entry level professional GNSS grade product aimed at general purpose GIS data capture and is capable of 
delivering a sub-metre horizontal fix accuracy of 70cm to 1m just using SBAS corrections. With an external DGNSS level correction service 
60cm to 70cm is likely. The Geopod 200 has an on-board dual constellation geo-helix L1 antenna. This unit is single constellation GPS 
only.

CLASS 3 - PROCYON™ GEOPOD 300

The Geopod 300 is the high accuracy professional grade product aimed at high accuracy GIS data capture and is capable of delivering a 
sub-halfmetre horizontal fix accuracy of 30cm to 50cm. 

As a further user benefit and in order to protect users’ investment in hardware, the Procyon™ Geopod 300 can be bought initially as a 
cost-effective, single frequency 30cm GIS Grade unit and can later be upgraded by software to the Geopod 400 version, which is a full 
featured dual frequency 1 to 2cm RTK capable device. 

The Geopod 300 has an on-board dual constellation geo-helix L1 antenna providing single-handed sub half-metre fixing for GIS applica-
tions. 
The Procyon™ Geopod 300 can also be used as a static post processed receiver system. This unit is both GPS and GLONASS enabled.

CLASS 4 - PROCYON™ GEOPOD 400

The Geopod 400 is the very high accuracy survey grade product aimed at the land survey and construction markets. This unit is a full dual 
frequency RTK capable unit which will deliver an RMSH fix accuracy of 1 to 2 cm. An onboard waterproof Lemo connector allows the user 
to add an external pole mounted high quality GNSS antenna. This unit is both GPS and GLONASS enabled.

Cellular connection to a network correction service is enabled via GSM linkage in the host computer, for dual constellation DGNSS level 
correction, or full dual frequency, dual constellation GNSS centimetre level RTK accuracy.

* Accuracy is shown based on horizontal (plan) fix. RMSH means Root Mean Square Horizontal. Vertical fix accuracy is typically half as 

accurate as horizontal fix. 

Product class

Product name

Accuracy band

Stated accuracy *

Constellations

SBAS

Ground based

DGNSS

RTK correction

capable

Class 2

Procyon™ T 200

1m
70cm with SBAS

GPS only

Class 3

Procyon™ T 300

30-50cm
30-50cm with 
DGNSS
GPS + Glonass

Class 4

Procyon™ T 400

1-2cm
1-2cm width dual 
frequency RTK
GPS + Glonass

x x
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Specifications

T 200

USB 2.0
5V DC, 1.7W

110 x 78 x 35 mm (160 mm deep in antenna area)
200 grams

-20°C to +50°C (-4°F to 122°F)
L1 GPS
N/A
N/A

Magnetic clamp, hook & loop fasteners, threaded inserts for mechanical screw fixings
Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, other platforms under consideration

Left or right handed 

Specification

Data/power interface

Power requirements

Dimensions

Weight

Operating temperature

Internal antenna

External antenna capability

External antenna connector

Mounting

Supported Operating Systems

USB cable exit

IP65
1.5m

Environmental

IP rating

Drop rating

Blackroc Technology Ltd

Drummond Road, Astonfields, Stafford. ST16 3HJ

T: +44 (0)1785 218530 F: +44 (0)1785 218531

E: sales@blackroc.com W: www.blackroc-technology.com

T 300

5V DC, 1.2W

L1 GPS, L1 GLONASS
L1 GPS, L1 GLONASS

Lemo connector, 5V DC, Min: 6mA, Max: 200 mA

T 400

L1 GPS, L1 GLONASS
L1/L2 GPS, L1/L2 GLONASS

This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules.
Operation is subject to the following two conditions:
(1) This device may not cause harmful interference,
and (2) this device must accept any interference received,
including interference that may cause undesired operation.


